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Abstract. Directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) proves to be a viable solution for the ultra-high density bit-patterned media (BPM) application. However, servo design integration is still extremely challenging since the servo layouts require more complex patterns than the simple arrays naturally achieved by the DSA process. We present an integration scheme to create BPM servo patterns by utilizing the BCP dot-array patterns. This proposed method is based on an imprint guided two-step DSA process, combined with conventional optical lithography to define two separate zones. Both the data zone and servo zone consist of self-assembled hexagonal dot arrays: a regular pattern in the data zone and an arbitrary pattern in the servo zone. This method was successfully used to fabricate a servo-integrated BPM template with an areal density of 1.5 Teradot/inch$^2$ (Td/in.$^2$) ($L_0 = 22.3$ nm). Using the fabricated quartz template, CoCrPt BPM media has been successfully patterned by nanoimprint lithography and subsequent ion-beam etching process on a 2.5 in. disk. Further, using patterned-in servo wedges on 1.5 Td/in.$^2$ patterned CoCrPt media, we are able to close the servo control loop for track-following on a spin-stand test. The standard deviation of repeatable run-out over the full revolution is calculated to be about 4% of the 38.6 nm track pitch. This method is currently being used to fabricate a template at a much higher density of 3.2 Td/in.$^2$ ($L_0 = 15.2$ nm). © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI: [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMM.13.3.031307]
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1 Introduction

The ever-increasing demand for higher capacity information storage is forcing the magnetic storage industry to develop alternative technologies to the currently adopted perpendicular magnetic recording.$^1$ One of the leading technological candidates for extending current perpendicular magnetic recording beyond Teradot/inch$^2$ (1 Td/in.$^2$) is the bit-patterned media (BPM) technology, in which magnetic nanoarrays are fabricated and each “island” in the array forms a separate recording bit at a sub-25-nm length scale.$^{3,5}$ BPM application presents extreme challenges to today’s lithography capability because of the small feature size and the tight spacing tolerance requirements.$^4$ A promising approach is the directed copolymer assembly, which combines top-down advanced lithography with bottom-up self-assembling block copolymer (BCP) materials. Self-assembling BCP materials can readily form highly ordered periodic patterns with a variety of morphologies, such as spheres, cylinders, and lamellae at a length scale of 5 to 50 nm.$^{3-10}$ Directed self-assembly (DSA) of BCP has been successfully proven through experiments to be a good solution for the high density BPM application. So far, two major approaches have been proposed. One approach is to form hexagonal BPM by using either cylinder-forming PS-$b$-PMMA (Refs. 10–13) or sphere-forming PS-$b$-PDMS.$^{14-17}$ and the other approach is to form rectangular BPM by using lamellae-forming PS-$b$-PMMA.$^{18,19}$ However, most of these fabrication works previously reported focused on the data zone demonstration, including an all-dots template fabrication, imprint lithography, and magnetic dots formation. Because of the nature of the information stored in servo zones, the geometry and shape of the servo patterns are different from those in the data zones. In other words, the servo layouts require more complex patterns than the simple arrays naturally achieved by the DSA process. Therefore, integrating a servo design with the DSA process is still challenging. In order to solve this issue, two research groups have been working on their own approaches. Researchers at Hitachi Global Storage Technologies (HGST) have demonstrated a servo design that uses a lamellae-forming BCP on chemical patterns to create a chevron shaped servo pattern.$^{20}$ However, they have not transferred the servo patterns onto a magnetic layer. The data zone is still a lamellar line pattern and it is not cut into rectangular bits. Another group of researchers from Toshiba demonstrated a BPM disk with a ridge-and-groove servo pattern by directly using sphere-forming PS-$b$-PDMS BCP as an etching mask.$^{21-23}$ A drawback of using the groove guided DSA process in both the data and the servo regions at the same time is the real-estate loss and the challenge in dot-position control guided by graphoepitaxy in the data area. Using DSA with a two-dimensional (2-D) dot-array prepattern in the data...
area overcomes this problem. Further, neither one of the approaches mentioned above are completed at the template level. There is no report so far on how to fabricate a BPM template with fully integrated servo patterns using the DSA process.

In this work, we will focus on fabricating a servo-integrated BPM template based on sphere-forming PS-b-PDMS BCP patterns. A novel strategy to integrate a complex servo design with a simple DSA process has been proposed. This proposed method is based on an imprint guided two-step DSA process, combined with conventional optical lithography to define two separate zones. Both the data zone and servo zone consist of hexagonal self-assembled dot-array patterns: a regular pattern in the data zone and a complex pattern in the servo zone. We have successfully applied this method to fabricate a servo-integrated BPM quartz

---

**Fig. 1** Schematical illustration of the imprint guided two-step directed self-assembly (DSA) process for servo pattern integration. (a) A imprint resist layer containing two pattern regions is created using nano-imprint lithography. The data zone is a two-dimensional (2-D) hole-tone dot-array pattern at 375 Gd/in², whereas the servo zone consists of many one-dimensional grooves in the shape of servo patterns. (b) Optical lithography is used to open the data zone and protect the servo zone. Trimming imprint resist thickness down to 2 to 3 nm. (c) First DSA of sphere-forming PS-b-PDMS in the data zone. The density multiplication factor is 2 in this example ($L_s = 2L_o$). (d) Pattern transfer from BCP patterns to Cr hard mask layer. (e) Pattern transfer from Cr layer into quartz substrate to form pillars in the data zone. (f) Optical lithography is used to open the servo zone and protect the data zone. Trimming imprint resist thickness down to a range of 20 to 30 nm. (g) Second DSA of spherical-forming PS-b-PDMS ($L_s$) in the servo zone. (h) Pattern transfer from BCP patterns to Cr hard mask layer. (i) Pattern transfer from Cr into quartz substrate to form pillars in the servo zone. (j) Finally, template is cleaned using piranha solution.
template at a density of 1.5 Td/in.\(^2\). Using the fabricated quartz template, CoCrPt magnetic media has been successfully patterned by nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and a subsequent ion-beam etching (IBE) process on standard 2.5 in. disks. Further, using patterned-in servo wedges on 1.5 Td/in.\(^2\) patterned CoCrPt media, we are able to close the servo control loop for track-following on a spin-stand tester. The close-servo-loop success directly validates the functionality of our servo-integrated BPM template fabricated using our imprint guided two-step DSA method.

2 Experimental Procedure

The 150-mm diameter fused silica wafers were purchased from Shin-Etsu Chemical Co. (Tokyo, Japan), and used as substrates for BPM nanoimprint template fabrication. All BCP materials were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. (Quebec, Canada) Sphere-forming PS-b-PDMS BCP materials with different molecular weights were used in our DSA experiments. The homopolymer polystyrene (PS) has a \(M_n\) of 3.7 kg/mol (\(M_n\) is the number-average molar mass) with a polydispersity of 1.09. As previously reported in our earlier study, in order to get BCP pattern with a special period number, two BCPs with different molecular weights are needed to mix at a certain weight ratio. For example, to get a PS-b-PDMS BCP pattern with \(L_o = 22.3\) nm, which corresponds to 1.5 Td/in.\(^2\) in pattern density, the PS-b-PDMS (13.5-h-4.0) powder was mixed with PS-b-PDMS (12.0-h-2.8) powder and homopolymer PS at a ratio of 4:3:1 (wt./wt.). The mono-hydroxyl-terminated polystyrene (PS-OH) with a \(M_n\) of 3.7 kg/mol was used as the brush layer for modifying the substrate for better DSA. The imprint resist was purchased from Molecular Imprints Inc. (Austin) All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis).

A 375 Gd/in.\(^2\) pillar-tone seed imprint template was fabricated using a rotary EBW system operating at 100 keV and reactive ion etching (RIE) (Oxford Plasmalab, Santa Barbara system 100). The nanoimprint process was performed with two imprint tools purchased from Molecular Imprints Inc. One is the Perfecta TR1100 (Austin) for 150-mm diameter fused silica template fabrication and the other is the Imprio 1100 for 2.5 in. imprint on disks. The imprint resist is FT247 purchased from Molecular Imprints. Before imprint, a 1- to 2-nm thick Transpin adhesion layer was deposited onto a quartz substrate by spin coating. A monolayer film of sphere-forming PS-b-PDMS was spin-coated on the substrate and then annealed in a vacuum oven at 170°C for approximately 12 h to reach the BCP equilibrium state. After the DSA process, the PS-b-PDMS thin film was first treated by CF\(_4\) RIE for 7 s and then the PS blocks were removed by O\(_2\) RIE for 30 to 60 s. Optical lithography was done using Karl Suss MA6 Mask Aligner (Sunnyvale) with 1-line (365 nm) photoresists.

The BCP thin film thickness was determined using the NanoSpec 6100 (Milpitas, California) system from Nanometrics. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization was conducted using the Raith 150 (New York) system operating at 10 keV. A 3-nm thick Cr layer was sputtered (ATC 2200 from AJA International, Inc., North Scituate) on fused silica wafers to minimize the charging effect. Magnetic materials were etched using IBE. The magnetic loop was measured by an in-house magnetometer. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed in the tapping mode with a NanoScope D3100 (Plainview) system from Veeco Digital Instruments. 2-D Fourier transforms were obtained from SEM images using FTL-SE software. Size sigma and position accuracy analyses were performed based on high-quality SEM images and commercial software purchased from Simagis (Houston).

3 Results and Discussion

As mentioned above, one of the most challenging aspects of using the DSA for BPM template fabrication is the servo pattern integration. A BPM disk consists of two different pattern regions. One is called the data zone, which is used for storing
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data. The other is called the servo zone, which is used to describe the data in the data zone. The servo zone is a vital area that contains information required for head positioning, timing, and track-following for the adjacent data zone. Due to the different functionalities of these two regions, they require patterns with different geometries and shapes. For instance, the data zone requires a globally addressable all-dots array, whereas the servo zone requires a locally aligned segment dots array. In template fabrication, in order to use the DSA to create the intricate servo design, both the data zone and servo zone need to go through the DSA process. Because of the different pattern shapes in these two zones, the guiding prepatterns do not have to be the same. As reported in our previous studies, a 2-D dot-array prepattern, either a chemical or a low-topographic contrast pattern, can be used for the DSA in the data zone, whereas a one-dimensional (1-D) groove prepattern for the servo shape is more suitable for the DSA in the servo zone since the groove guide can provide an arbitrary shape. Furthermore, through our imprint guided two-step DSA method, these two types of prepatterns can be simultaneously created via a single imprint step by imprint lithography.

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the servo pattern integration scheme of our proposed imprint guided two-step DSA process. A thin imprint resist layer containing two pattern regions is created using imprint lithography and then the imprinted resist pattern will be used as a copolymer guiding prepattern for DSA. The data zone has a 2-D hole-tone dot-array pattern at a low density of 375 Gd/in.\(^2\), whereas the servo zone has many 1-D grooves in the shape of servo patterns. With this method, optical lithography is used to define these two separate zones: data zone and servo zone, so the two DSA processes and subsequent pattern transfer process can be separately optimized in order to achieve the best DSA and pattern transfer results for each zone. For example, while processing the data zone, the servo zone is protected by an optical resist. The imprint resist thickness in the data zone can be trimmed down even more to 2 to 3 nm in order to minimize topographical effects for the best pattern transfer.

**Fig. 3** (a) Large-scale top-down SEM image of a fabricated 1.5 Td/in.\(^2\) template with a 2.4-mm-wide band of circular track. The full track consists of two regions: data zone and servo zone (shown in the inset). (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of data zone. The etched quartz pillar height is approximately 25 nm. (c) to (f) are zoom-in SEM images of data zone taken from the north, west, east, and south four locations from the data zone, respectively.
results in the data zone. However, in the servo zone, a certain groove height in the resist prepattern, ranging from 20 to 30 nm, is necessary in order to guide the DSA of the BCP along the groove sidewall. Since the sphere-forming PS-b-PDMS BCP film with a monolayer thickness was used for the data zone and servo zone, the concentration of the BCP solution needs to be separately optimized. It should be noted here that two DSA steps are not always necessary in our proposed approach. It can be done in one-single DSA step if the cylinder-forming BCP film, such as PS-b-PMMA BCP film, is used in both the data area and the servo area, as previously reported. However, it has been proven that PS-b-PDMS has a higher Flory–Huggins interaction parameter $\chi$ value of 0.26 than that of other BCP materials, such as PS-b-PMMA of 0.06. With the commercially available cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA BCP material, the highest BCP density with the lowest molecular weight is about 1.3 Td/in.$^2$. The high $\chi$ value PS-b-PDMS BCP material allows us to conduct the process development for higher densities up to 4 to 5 Td/in.$^2$. Once the first DSA process in the data zone is completed, the BCP patterns are subsequently transferred into the underlying quartz substrate through a Cr hard mask layer to form pillar-tone quartz dots in the data zone. A similar processing flow can be applied to the servo zone. Unlike the data zone, the servo zone uses a 1-D groove prepattern as guiding patterns for
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the second DSA process. Finally, a servo-integrated BPM template is fabricated after two DSA steps based on this integration scheme.

The servo integration scheme proposed here is a simpler method that requires one standard NIL process followed by two DSA steps. The NIL process can be either the UV imprint or the thermal imprint process. In the process development stage, the NIL can save tremendous e-beam writing time for DSA template creation. Also, our NIL tool has a built-in resist coating function and no development step is needed, while the e-beam requires separate coating and development steps. Therefore, the simpler the prepattern process is, the better the DSA is for BPM manufacture. A servo-integrated template at a density of 1.5 Td/in\(^2\) has been fabricated using our proposed integration scheme, as shown in Fig. 2. These SEM images show the fabrication steps starting from the imprint prepatterns to DSA, including the final pillar-tone quartz etching through the data zone and servo zone based on our imprint guided two-step DSA process. The data zone is a 2-D hole-tone dot-array pattern (hcp) at a low density of 375 Gd/in\(^2\) [see Fig. 2(a)], whereas the servo zone consists of many different shapes of groove patterns with a complex servo layout [see Figs. 2(d), 2(g), and 2(j)]. After an imprint process, the resist thickness in the data zone needs to be further reduced to a thickness range of 2 to 3 nm using O\(_2\) RIE. The trimmed resist pattern is then modified with a PS-OH brush for a better BCP film wettability. As shown in Figs. 2(e), 2(h), and 2(k), all PDMS spheres in the servo zone have integral row numbers from 3 to 6, and they are well aligned to the groove sidewalls. Some extra amounts of the BCP films sitting outside the grooves can be easily removed by O\(_2\) RIE after a DSA process.

Figure 3(a) shows an SEM image of a fabricated 1.5 Td/in\(^2\) template with a 2.4-mm-wide band of circular tracks. The full track consists of two regions: data zone and servo zone (shown in the inset). The 2.4-mm-wide band was divided into three subzones using a zoning strategy to accommodate the pitch variation restriction in the BCP patterns. Each subzone has a band width of 800 \(\mu\)m. The surface prepattern pitch \(L_s\) from each subzone is reset to 22.3 nm to exactly match the BCP natural pitch \(L_n\), exactly. Therefore, the BCP commensurability (either stretching or compressing the polymer chains) is controlled within their dimensional restriction of \(\pm\)4\% range in each subzone. Under this restriction, the BCP can still follow the underlying surface prepattern to form a defect-free pattern with a good long-range ordering. Figure 3(b) shows a cross-sectional SEM image. The etched quartz pillar height is approximately 25 nm. Four zoom-in SEM images from different locations in the data zone are shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(f). Figure 4(a) illustrates a large-scale top-down SEM image of a 1.5 Td/in\(^2\) template that shows an overview of the servo zone area. The three-dimensional AFM and titled SEM images shown in Figs. 4(b)–4(e) show the several fabricated typical BPM servo patterns. They correspond to gray code, position error signal (PES), phase lock loop, and address mark, respectively. It is clearly visible from all SEM and AFM images here that a high-quality quartz template has been achieved using our fabrication method and process. Our AFM measurements (not shown here) indicated that the template has good pattern uniformity with a top height variation of 2 to 3 nm over the entire zone area. Image analysis for evaluating both the size sigma and the position accuracy is used in all fabrication steps to monitor each process. The dot placement accuracy (pitch variation) of \(\leq\)1.2 nm (1\(\sigma\)) and the size sigma (diameter variation) of \(\leq\)6.0\% (\(\sigma_D/D\)) have been achieved in our final template. The defect density, such as missing dots, connected dots, or too small dots, calculated in the final template is on the order of about \(10^{-3}\) over the entire data and servo zone areas. The high quality of the fabricated template is a direct result of the benefits of utilizing the DSA process as opposed to utilizing a conventional e-beam lithography process.

To further explore the efficiency of using our fabricated template for media fabrication, we have conducted imprint lithography process development on standard 2.5 in. size disks. The progress and challenges of BPM imprint lithography on disks have been discussed in our previous studies. After imprint, a reverse tone process is applied to convert the initial imprint resist hole-tone pattern into a silicon oxide pillar-tone pattern using HSQ spin coating first and then etching back with CF\(_3\) RIE. Then, in preparation for next magnetic material etch, the silicon oxide pillar-tone pattern is used as an etching mask to etch into a thin carbon hard mask. Figure 5(a) shows an SEM image of the 8-nm thick CoCrPt 1.5 Td/in\(^2\) media formed using IBE. The magnetic loop with a high coercivity of approximately 7 kOe is shown in Fig. 5(b). The final success of forming a patterned magnetic media on a disk verifies the
functionality of the template fabricated using our imprint guided two-step DSA process.

The fabricated 1.5 Td/in.² media was further tested on a spin-stand equipped with a high-bandwidth actuator under a closed-loop servo control. The test was conducted at the spindle speed of 6000 rpm, with an estimated head-to-media clearance of 1.5 nm. Figure 6(a) shows the PES demodulated by a hardware channel on the basis of the read-back signal from the patterned-in servo wedges. PES was plotted as a function of angular location for more than 700 revolutions (green) in the unit of track pitch (TP), which is 38.6 nm. Repeatable run-out (RRO), represented by the mean of PES (red) from multiple reads, is also shown in Fig. 6(a). The standard deviation (sigma) of RRO over the full revolution is calculated to be about 4% of the track pitch. The data demonstrates that the integrated servo patterns fabricated using the imprint guided DSA approach can provide precise positional information, and that the recording head can be accurately positioned at the desired track center to perform recording operations. The data demonstrates that the integrated servo patterns fabricated using the imprint guided DSA approach can provide precise positional information, and that the recording head can be accurately positioned at the desired track center to perform recording operations. The head read-back signal for one servo wedge across 20 tracks is plotted in a 2-D color map in Fig. 6(b). Compared with the fabricated servo patterns in a template, shown in the SEM of Fig. 6(c), it clearly indicates that all the servo pattern features were faithfully transferred from the template to the magnetic media by the NIL and subsequent media patterning processes, and were successfully read-back by a recording head for the closed-loop servo control mentioned above.

Through demonstrating our proposed integration scheme with an even higher density, we have extended our process to 3.2 Td/in.² ($L_0 = 15.2$ nm). Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show SEM images of a sphere-forming PS-b-PDMS BCP pattern at 3.2 Td/in.² ($L_0 = 15.2$ nm) in the data zone and servo zone, respectively. As is visible in the illustration, the BCP spheres align very well with the underlying prepatterns in both the data zone and servo zone. The pattern transfer process under this high density, however, is currently under development. More research will lead to further innovation.

4 Conclusions

A strategy to integrate the servo pattern design with the DSA process has been proposed for servo-integration in BPM template fabrication. This proposed method is based on an imprint guided two-step DSA process, combined with conventional optical lithography to define separate zones. This method was successfully used to fabricate a servo-integrated template at a density of 1.5 Td/in.². Using the fabricated quartz template, CoCrPt BPM media has been successfully patterned by the NIL and subsequent IBE process on a 2.5 in. disk. Furthermore, through using patterned-in servo wedges on a 1.5 Td/in.² CoCrPt media, we are able to close the servo control loop for track-following on a spin-stand tester. The standard deviation of RRO over the full revolution is calculated to be about 4% of the 38.6 nm track pitch. This track-following success on a spin-stand tester validates the functionality of our servo-integrated template fabricated using our proposed imprint guided two-step DSA process.
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